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Asset Classes
H1 2015
Equities outperformed, while the long run appreciations of bonds has halted
• Equities globally continue to
outperform other asset class,
driven by Europe (+10.2%) &
Japan (+16%) helped by lower
valuation compare to bond
markets and accommodative
central bank policies.
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• Commodity prices remained
flat over concerns about
China’s raw material inventories
that have put selling pressure in
metals markets.
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• Oil rebounded to $ 63.13 after
January’s low point at $ 45.16,
mainly driven by the decrease
in US rig count, which depleted
by half over 6 months to 859
rigs.

To best performer YTD
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• Bonds appreciations has halted
with 10Y Treasury yield starting
to increase. (end of June at
2.36% vs. low at 1.54%)
• Volatility dropped to a low in
May with VIX at 10.59 and then
quickly rebounded to 18.23 at
the end of June (vs. 10yrs avg
20.17)
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Countries
Undervalued markets outperformed massively
Best :
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• Spain, France & Germany strong
outperformance was supported by
the ECB’s Quantitative Easing, and
more attractive valuations than the
US.
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• Despite a strong performance of
18.9% in H1, Russian market is still far
from having fully recovered from last
year 45% drop.
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• Likewise, Japan outperformance was
driven by Abe’s commitment to
pursue QE.
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Astonishing run-up in Chinese stock
prices , appeared to have been built
on high leverage when the market
started to collapse at the end on June.
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•

S&P500 has lagged likely due to
already rich valuations and a transition
phase in Fed's monetary policy

•

While the UK & the Swiss market have
not benefited from a weaker Euro.
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Source: MarketMap, MSCI sectors as of 30.06.2015
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Sectors
Sector Performances Mixed, as investors search for a catalyst
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Healthcare outperformance
continued, an increase in valuation
likely led by the strength of the M&A
cycle and the BioTech which account
for 20% of the sector.
Consumer Discretionary, which had
underperformed Staples last year,
seems to have closed the gap. A solid
performance supported by
improvements in US labour market
and consumer confidence index that
stands now, at 101.4 (vs hist. avg 91.3)
Technology has lagged due to
already rich valuations after last year
15% performance.
Materials were globally lagging, with
a broad range of performances. While
Metals & Mining were down -8.3%,
Chemicals were up +3.9%, and
especially Fertilizers & Potash +5.3%
Real Estate underperformed broadly
except for Residential which was up
+1%. Investors likely disregarding the
sector after several years of strong
performance and the perspective of
Fed’s rate hikes.
Utilities underperformed, dragged
down by Fed’s move toward a ratetightening, that has historically
affected high-dividend-yielding
sectors.
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Currency War is Raging
U.S. Dollar standing tall against global currencies
The USD strength reflects the improving U.S. growth prospects relative to those of its major
trading partners and the potential for higher short-term U.S. interest rates.
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• EUR has weakened further
against all major currencies
du to the ECB Quantitative
Easing and Greek exit fears.
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• USD, SGD, YEN & GBP
remained relatively stable.
While the UK & Singapore
are showing comparable
economic strength than the
US. The Bank of Japan did
not announce an
additional QE and the YEN
seems to settle at $ 123.

0%

• CHF strengthen against all
major currencies after the
BNS dropped its peg policy
in Q1.
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• Oil-related currencies, NOK
& BRL, deepen their losses
against the USD, following
the oil price trend.

Source: MarketMap, as of 30.06.2015
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Outlook H2 2015

Where do we stand now ?
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World Economic Growth
Global GDP shows an economic recovery, albeit less dynamic than expected
World real GDP growth forecast
OECD world real GDP growth forecast – 09/07/2015
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A setback to activity in the first quarter of 2015, mostly
in North America, has resulted in a small downward
revision to global growth for 2015.
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Private consumption, main driver of OECD GDP growth in Q1
Contribution to OECD real GDP growth – 06/07/2015

GDP growth for a majority of the world economies
has shifted to a noticeably lower path compared to
pre-crisis levels. (10yrs pre-crisis average +4.16%)
Global growth is projected at 3.3 % in 2015, lower
than in 2014.

Nevertheless, the underlying drivers for a gradual
acceleration in economic activity in advanced
economies remain intact :
• More neutral fiscal policy in the euro area,
• Lower fuel prices, IMF’s average annual oil price
expected for 2015 (USD 59.)
• Improving confidence & labour market conditions
• Rich market valuations providing a wealth effect
globally. (current Shiller PE ratio for the S&P500 is
26.22x vs. median at 16x)
• Massive corporate’s cash holdings that amounts
$3.5 tn globally (4.7% of world GDP)
It is key for further acceleration in economic recovery
to see private consumption resume growth in 2016.
Likewise, large corporate cash holdings needs to be
deployed in Capex rather than in share buybacks, in
order to achieve the long-term sustainable growth
implied by current market valuation.
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Growth Outlook
Leading Indicators point to stable and positive growth prospects in OECD countries
Notably, CLIs still indicate a convergence of growth across most major economies
Stable growth momentum in Japan

Easing growth in the U.S.

Easing growth in the Major Five Asia

Growth firming in the Euro Area

Composite Leading Indicator
(CLI) from OECD designed to
anticipate turning points in
economic activity relative to
trend, continue to point to
growth convergence across
most major economies.
The CLIs point to a growth
acceleration in Euro area,
including France & Italy, and to
stable growth in Germany, but
UK growth is easing albeit from
relatively high levels.
In North America, CLIs point to
easing growth as well.
In Emerging markets’ CLIs are
pointing at easing growth in
China & Brazil. While Indian
growth is expected to be stable,
and Russian shows tentative signs
of a positive change in growth
momentum.

Source: OCDE – 08.07.2015
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Economic Divergence
Economic divergence between Developed Markets and Emerging Markets
Slower growth in Emerging Market, a gradual pick up in Advance Economies.
Economic Divergence Index
Markit, J.P.Morgan PB Economics, April 2015

Advanced Economies
Growth in advanced economies is projected to increase
from 1.8% in 2014 to 2.1% in 2015.
• The underlying drivers for acceleration in consumption
and investment in the United States remain intact.
• The economic recovery in the euro area seems
broadly on track, with a generally robust recovery in
domestic demand and inflation beginning to increase.
• Japan, growth in the first quarter of 2015 was stronger
than expected, supported by a pickup in capital
investment.
Emerging Markets
Growth in emerging market and developing economies
is projected to slow from 4.6% in 2014 to 4.2% in 2015.
the continued growth slowdown reflects several factors:
• Dampening impact of lower commodity prices for oil
exporters (Brazil, Russia)
• The rebalancing in China causing a slowdown
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U.S. Awaits an Acceleration
Despite the unexpected slowdown in US GDP growth, drivers remain intact
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US Labour market keeps improving
Unemployment rate at 5.5%

the US continues through the expansionary phase of
the cycle, The underlying drivers for acceleration in
consumption and investment in the United States
remain intact
• Low Oil Prices
• Improving Labour market
• Easying Financial conditions
• Improving Consumer Confidence

US Salaries are expected to increase
Real average hourly & weekly earnings
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U.S. Awaits an Acceleration
US likely to pick up in the next few months driven by US consumer pick up.
Household Leverage at its Lowest level

US Consumer Sentiment back to its pre-crisis level

Household Financial Obligation as a percent of
Disposable Personal Income

University of Michigan : Consumer Sentiment
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Market valuation is historically high
Tobin’s Q ratio – The current market value of assets
to their replacement cost – US Federal Reserve.
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A pick up in consumer spending would lead the
Federal Reserve to raise its interest rates while nearly
every other major developed market central bank is
set on a path of easing throughout 2015.
Marketwise, valuations are high on historical basis as
demonstrated by Tobin’s Q ratio. A high ratio signifies
as well an incentives to invest in new capital, rather
than taking over existing firms. Therefore, it suggest
that corporate’s cash needs to be invested at some
stage in capital expenditure rather than
share-buybacks or acquisitions in order to justify
further increase in valuations.
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Europe recovery gathers pace
European recovery remain subdued, but is gathering pace
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European GDP growth remains below normal recovery
trend, Nevertheless the leading indicators (PMI) and
fundamental factors are well oriented toward growth:
• Low Oil Prices
• ECB’s Quantitative Easing & a weakening Euro
• Improving PMI at 4-year high
• Inflation expectations have normalized with the
Monetary base increase and the Oil Price rebound.
• Easing Financial conditions

Eurozone PMI at 4-year high in June, 54.2

Eurozone Inflation rate has turned positive in June, 0.3%

Markit Composite PMI Output Index (50 = no change)

ECB statistics – min(Jan’15): -0.6% / max(Jul’08): 4% / avg: 1.8%
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Europe
Europe difficulties to pick up growth are partly related to the high level of unemployment (9.6%)
Nevertheless, labour market has been improving consistently since 2013.
Europe Unemployment rate still high but improving
ECB statistics – EU28 unemployment rate - min(Mar’08): 6.7% / max (May’13): 11% / avg: 9.1%
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The Japan Paradox
Japanese growth has felt short of expectations, despite the solid economic fundamentals
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Japanese GDP growth has been disappointing with
regard to the massive amount of monetary easing
consented. Nevertheless the fundamental factors are
still oriented toward growth:
• Low Oil Prices (Crude petroleum is 17% of imports)
• Weak Yen which depreciated massively, supporting
exports.
• Labour market remains on a healthy trend.
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Unemployment rate at lowest level since the late 90s
Job vacancies at their highest in 23 years. unemployment
rate fell to 3.3%, its lowest level since the late 90s

The Yen has already depreciated massively
Based on FX equilibrium method
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The Japan Paradox
The paradox of a strong labour market, while Japan Consumption Disappoints
Low inflation below the Bank of Japan target of 2%
Japan core Consumer Price Index at 0.5% in May
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Consumer spending remains below historical level
Retail sales & core real household spending

Despite the low inflation and a disappointing
consumption level, latest data show improvements:
• Japanese start opening their wallets with spending
index that has rebounded 4.8% in May y/y driven by
personal goods, housing & transport.
• Inflationary pressures set to strengthen as cost
pressures intensify. the yen depreciation led to a rise
in imported raw material costs.
Nevertheless with economic activity sluggish and if
price pressures remain subdued despite a tighter labour
market, the Bank of Japan may have to step up the
pace of easing before too long
Other risk to Japan may come from China’s slowdown
China accounts for 18% of Japan’s exportations
Japanese exportation breakdown by region
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China’s Slowdown
China’s fast growth is decelerating further
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Services has become the major driver, 48% of GDP
China’s GDP breakdown 2014 – Bureau of Statistics

China is in a transition phase, shifting its export-driven
economy to a internal-consumption-driven model.
• Services now represents the largest part of GDP and is
mainly driven by Chinese's consumption (i.e. retail sales,
financial service…)
The economy remains underpowered:
• GDP growth was 7% yoy in Q2 2015 (7.0% in Q1).
• Inflationary pressures set to easy, as it decrease to 1.2%
But, significant monetary easing should help foster growth
• Interest rate cut from 6% to 4.85%, since Nov’14
• Reduction in bank’s reserve requirement ratio by 100
basis points, should provide 1.3 trillion yuan (2% of GDP)
in new lending.
Chinese business activity expands albeit at a slower rate
HSBC China Composite PMI – Markit

9.16%
Agriculture

42.64%

$ 10.36 Tn

Services
Industry

48.20%
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Greece
Systemic risk contagion should remain limited
Greece represents only 1.5% of Eurozone’s GDP
Greece Debt Ownership Breakdown

Greece GDP was $ 237.6 Bn in 2014
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Limited Impact
Given the relative size of the Greek debt holding
for each creditor, a default would have a limited
impact. Therefore, a contagion to European
peripheral countries or to the financial system is
an unlikely scenario.
Essentially a political issue
This crisis is a critical test for the EU, from which it
either comes out strengthened or weakened. It
has unveiled the crucial lack of an homogenous
budgetary and fiscal policy across countries, that
ought to be underlying any viable union project.
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Fed’s Rate Hike Impacts
US rate hike has been long awaited and is now expected before the end of the year.
US employment payrolls & real Fed’s rates

Fed’s rate hike historical outcome on asset’s returns

BLS, US Federal Reserve, Unigestion

Conventional wisdom suggests that a tightening of
monetary policy should weigh on financial markets
in general and risky assets in particular. This
assumption is not corroborated by historical
evidence. On average, all major asset classes were
able to post positive absolute returns during those
episodes.
• Commodities did particularly well, with an
average gain of more than 25 %.

Average return of assets classes during Fed rate hike cycles (%)
Number of Fed rate hike cycles considered since 1983 in brackets.
Allianz Global Investors, Bloomberg, Datastream, BofA Merrill Lynch
Commodities (5)

25.2

EM equities (4)

• All fixed-income segments lagged behind the
returns achieved by other asset classes.

18.9

Global Equities (4)

14.6

US Equities (6)

The positive performance of all fixed-income
segments came as a surprise since they ought to
be directly harmed by rising rates. During most
cycles the losses caused by higher rates had been
more than compensated for by the coupon that
were earned.
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US Money Market (6)
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• Equities have often ignored the negative effect
of a rate increase. US equities recorded positive
absolute returns in 5 out of 6 rate-hike cycles,
rising by an average of almost 10 %, while global
and Emerging Market equities achieved even
higher gains.
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Today’s low yield environment implies that US
Treasuries could potentially suffer losses.
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Fed’s Rate Hike Impacts
Commodities & Equities are more likely to benefit, while Bond prices ought to be under pressure.

Weekly S&P 500 returns

rolling 2-year correlation, May 1963 – June 2015
When yields are below 5%
rising rates are generally
associated with rising stock
prices

Negative
relationship
between yield
movements &
stock returns

Historically, rising Fed’s rates coincided with a strong
surge of commodity prices.
Commodity average returns around Fed rate hike cycle
average change (%)

Equities likely to move along with interest rate movements

10-year Treasury yield

Days (t=0 : start of 5 Fed rate hike cycles since 1987)

Summary of expectations based on historical data
Market

Scale

Direction of flows / Potential aftermath

US

Bond prices to start declining (consequently yields will start rising)

Global

Outflows from emerging debt markets and inflow in US debt markets

US

No major impact as rate hikes expected to be calibrated within a favourable low rates environment.

Global

Outflows from emerging and frontier markets due to rate hike and greater strength of US equities.

Money Markets

US

Corporates to shift their very short term money market investments into shorter term treasuries.

Commodity Markets

Global

Commodity prices to surge on rising inflation expectation and improving economic growth, with relative
outperformance of industrial metals and energy.

Forex Markets

Global

Further increase attractiveness of the US dollar and exert pressure on emerging market currencies

Debt Market

Equity Market
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US Equity Markets
US equities not cheap but are fairly valued, and shows no sign of a bubble yet.
The US Equities hits all time high and the latest Shiller PE at 26.2x (vs. 25yrs avg: 25.31x) does not look overly stretch
on an historical basis. Despite the recent decrease in Q1 operating earnings, that was due to the energy sector’s
poor earnings. Yet no industries show signs of an unjustifiable disconnect between fundamentals & valuations.
S&P 500 hits all time high, but Shiller PE is not stretch

Operating earnings are still growing (ex- Energy)

S&P 500 & Shiller PE - Robert Shiller at Yale University, NYSE.

S&P 500 Operating Earnings Growth – Goldman Sachs.
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US Equity Sectors
Overweight

Underweight

Consumer Discretionary
• Improving Consumer Confidence & Increasing
payrolls should translate into revenue growth
• Valuation : PE 23.27x , Revenue Growth 7.4%
Healthcare
• Continuing Long-term trend & fast growing sector
• Valuation : PE 28.01x
Financials: U.S. Banks
• Improving fundamentals: revenue driven by
households spending and interest rate hikes
• Healthy balance sheets
• Attractive valuation : PE 13.84x , PB < 1.8x

Energy sector
• Low oil prices like to remain under pressure
Utilities & Telecom
• High-dividend-yielding stocks, used as a proxy
to bond market, expected to underperform in
a rising rate environment.
• Valuation : PE Util. 16.84x & PE Tel. 20.63x

Price to Book ratio for Financials
Thomson Reuters, Morgan Stanley

US Lending growth moving higher

Banks’ revenue to benefit from rate hike
revenue growth of G7 banks

%

Global yield curve slope
(Inverted)

%
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US Bonds Market
A rate hike might cause the yield curve to flatten
The short end of the yield curve will be adversely affected by the rate hike. The Federal funds rate
is a short-term interest rate will directly impacts the shorter-tenured bonds.
The long-dated Treasuries have much higher interest rate risk, there are a couple of factors that
could keep long-dated Treasury yields stable:
• the reduced Treasury issuance is causing a dip in the supply of long-dated Treasuries.
• QE (quantitative easing) in Europe and Asia is creating demand for long-tenured Treasuries.
For these reasons a hike in the federal funds rate would not affect the longer side of the yield
curve much, while Treasuries with shorter maturities will see a spike in yields.
This will cause the yield curve to flatten.
US Treasury Yield Curve already started to flatten
U.S. Department of the Treasury – Yield (%)

Historical Treasury Rates
U.S. Department of the Treasury – Rates (%)
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US Corporate Bonds
Consider the liquidity angle
One consequences of the financial crisis has been reduced liquidity in the bond market.
Us Dealer’s Inventory & Outstanding U.S. Corporate Bonds
Federal Reserve Bank of NY Primary Dealer Statistics, Net Positions in
Corporate Bonds and SIFMA.
Reduced Market Making in Bond
Many banks have reduced their
risk-taking and are not making
markets in bonds or holding as
many bonds as in the past.
Consequently, there are fewer
buyers and sellers in the market.
Therefore, it may proved difficult to
find a buyer at a reasonable price,
when selling a bond, especially
during periods of stress on the
market.
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Chinese Equities
The upward journey to continue ?
Despite the very high volatility, the long term fundamentals remains unchanged
Chinese equity markets: Mainland vs. Hong Kong
Forward P/E ratios

Shanghai market corrected ~20% in June after a fast run up driven by
retail investor’s rush to purchase stock on margin.
• Chinese retail investors make up 85% of the market
• 15% of transactions were led by margin debt
• Trading volume through May equaled all volumes in 2014
In fact, stocks were trading on very lofty valuations:
• the Shanghai Composite ( average PE 18x )
• the Shenzhen Composite ( avg. PE 35x )
However, Blue-ship companies listed in Hong Kong still look attractive
on a valuation basis:
• the Hang Seng index ( avg. PE 9.5x )

The Chinese stock market has boomed as millions of citizens have taken up trading
Outstanding balance of margin purchase
debt repayment monthly data (Yuan tril.)

Account numbers are for A stock accounts
Volume on the Shanghai & Shenzhen markets
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Return of Volatility
Fed rate hikes may trigger global volatility increase across asset classes
VIX tend to broke out above its median more frequently since the end of QE3, while bond
market and exchange-rates volatility are already on the rise.
Volatility increase during tapering or tightening
VIX – CBOE , max: 56.65 / min: 10.32 / median: 17.29

US bonds volatility has increased
Merrill US Bond Market Volatility Index - Bloomberg Finance
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Investment Strategy

What Asset Allocation
in
the Current Macro Environment ?
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Asset Allocation
Overall, positive on equities in Europe, Japan & US as long term fundamentals remain supportive.
Negative on Fixed Income due to Fed’s rate hike, which shall also bring an increase in volatility.
IN V EST M EN T
T HE M E S

U N D E R W E I G HT
Large

medium

N EU T R A L

O V ER W E I G HT
medium

large

Key Market Drivers:

C A SH
F IX ED IN C OM E
S o ver ei g n
US
Europe
EM
I nvest ment G r ad e
US
Europe
EM
Hi g h Y i el d
US
Europe
EQU IT Y
R eg i o ns
US
Europe
Japan
Emerging M arket
S ect o r s
Cyclical
Def ensive
C U R R EN C IES
EUR/ USD
GB P/ USD
JPY / USD
RM B / USD
C OM M OD IT IES
Gold
OIL
Ot hers

•

Monetary Policies

•

Corporate Earning Growth (EPS)

Assumptions:
In Europe & Japan
•

Market supported by accommodative policies

In the US
•

Potential interest rate hike expected
modest increase at a slow pace with little market impact
but short-term overreaction

•

High PE multiples implying strong earning momentum
Cautious on earning growth that has to be sufficient to justify
current equity valuations.

Preference to overweight Japan & Europe

Expectations for the year, 2015:
•

Moderate overall performance [ 5 - 8% ] for a balanced
USD portfolio.

•

High volatility with several correction during the year

A LT ER N A T I V E S - HF
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Fixed Income
Underweight Cash
• Use as a tactical buffer to be allocated to risky assets

Underweight on Bonds
• Tight spreads => Concession on Quality
• Potential liquidity risk
• U.S. Fed’s rate hike => Short duration

Focus on
• Short/Medium-Term duration with Buy & Hold strategy
• Diversification through Funds in Emerging Markets Investment Grade Bonds
India:

HSBC GIF – India Fixed Income

China:

HSBC GIF – RMB Fixed Income

• Positive on Short-Term European High Yield
PICTET Short-Term EU HY
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Equities
Globally Overweight Equity
US - Overweight
• Favour : Technologies, HealthCare & Consumer Discretionary, Banks
Key Positions :

SPDR Technology / SPDR Consumer Discretionary
iShares Global HealthCare / SPDR Financial

EUROPE – Overweight but hedged EUR
• Favour : Exporters that benefits form weaker EUR, plus cyclical
Key Positions :

iShares STOXX Europe 600 / Taliesin (R.E.) / Swisscom (Defensive)

JAPAN – Overweight but hedged YEN
• Favour : Exporters that benefits form weaker YEN
Key Positions :

SONY / Wisdom Tree Japan hedged (Yen)

EMERGING MARKETS – Underweight but positive on India
• Cautious on USD strengthening & Fed’s tightening
Elara Capital – India Gateway Fund / WT India Tracker
• India
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Alternative, Commodities & Forex
Alternatives Investment : Overweight
• Provides a relevant diversification from an asset allocation perspective, while Equities and
Fixed-income markets have become increasingly expensive. An investor can enhance
its long-term return and lower its volatility by adding some exposure to alternative
strategies to a mainstream portfolio of stocks and bonds.
• Globally investors have returned to alternative investments, as pointed out by the $2.3Tn
invested in these strategies today, which is back to pre-crisis level.
• Regulation & transparency have greatly improved:
UCIT compliant alternative funds emerged to provide investors with the required liquidity and the
transparency on strategy used with more frequent reporting.

• In high volatility environment, alternative strategies such as Market Neutral have usually
outperformed.
• Focus on : Market neutral strategies (Long/Short, Global Macro, CTA)
Key Positions :

Lyxor AQR – Global Macro / Pictet Alphanatics / UMJ Kotoshiro Fund

Commodities : Neutral

Forex :

• Potential opportunities in the Energy sector
Prefer market leaders
Key Positions :

• Bullish on USD
• Hedge EUR & YEN

Halliburton

• Diversification in RMB & CHF
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Disclaimer

This report is issued and distributed by Infinum Partners SA based in Geneva, Switzerland. It is not directed to, or intended to be used by, any person or entity that is a citizen or resident of, or located in, any
locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation. Infotec Gl Trade/OECD data and charts unless otherwise specified.
The information and material contained herein are provided for information purposes only and are not to be used or considered as an offer or solicitation to subscribe any securities or other financial
instruments. Furthermore, the information and estimates expressed herein reflect a judgment as at the original date of publication and are subject to change without notice. The value and income of any of
the securities or financial instruments mentioned in this document can go up as well as down. The market value may be affected by changes in economic, financial or political factors, time to maturity,
market conditions and volatility, or the credit quality of any issuer or reference issuer. Furthermore, foreign currency rates may have a positive or adverse effect on the value, price or income of any security
or related investment mentioned in this report.
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